
Statements on Instagram 2016 

7th April 2016 

Keep church and state separated and let women decide over their own bodies! Read our full 

statement on Polands new abortion legislation of lymec.eu #liberalisingeurope 

#mybodymybusiness 

 

 

9th May 2016  

Europe Day is a perfect opportunity to remind ourselves that the EU was created as a project 

for peace, prosperity and freedom.  

Today, therefore, is a great day to stress the importance of free movement. 

The current state of border- and passport controls being reinforced at our inner borders is far 

from the vision the founders of the EU had for the continent. Schengen is too good to lose! 

#freemovement #EuropeDay #donttouchmySchengen #toogoodtolose 

 

 



 

 

17th May 2016 

Today is the International Day against Homophobia and Transphobia. LYMEC strongly 

supports all individual's equal rights to a safe environment in schools, workplaces and public 

space regardless of their sexual orientation or gender expression 

🌈💜💙💚💛❤️👫👬👭#YourRightsOurFight #IDAHOT2016 #LGBTI 

 

 

21st May 2016  

LYMEC president @sissel_kvist in the #politicalyouth debate on #extremism at the #EYE2016: 

Marginalization is the foundation for radicalization 

 

 



 

 

 

6th June 2016 

Saturday the @aldeparty Council adopted our resolution in favour of the spitzenkandidat 🎉 

🇪🇺Read the full resolution on our website (link in bio) #liberalisingeurope #spitzenkandidat 

#aldecouncil 

 

 

10th June 2016 

Almost half of the British exports go to the European Union, as 7 of the UK's 10 largest export 

markets are EU countries. EU countries also count for roughly half of the foreign investment 

in Britain. Staying in the EU is far better for the British economy than opting out, as is shown 

in this picture from our member organisation @liberalyouth. Vote to remaIN on June 23rd! 

#INtogether #StrongerIN #TooGoodToLose 



 

 

 

 

 

20th June 2016 

Party political youth organizations urge British youth to vote #remaIN as our common future 

lies in every young person's vote #BritsIN #YoungBritsIN #TooGoodToLose #INtogether 

#StrongerIN 

 

 

21st June 2016 



72% of British 16-24 year olds wish to #Bremain. Give the next generation the same 

opportunities you've had, vote #remaIN on Thursday! #BritsIN #ParentBritsIN #INtogether 

#StrongerIN #TooGoodToLose 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22nd June 2016 

Dear friends and followers in the UK: continue gaining by remaining - vote #RemaIN #BritsIN 

#INtogether #StrongerIN #TooGoodToLose 

 

 

24th June 2016 



Brexit will weaken both the EU and the UK, but we now turn our focus to the exit negotiations. 

In this we urge the EU to use the Brexit as a new beginning for the remaining 27 countries, 

cause the EU is simply #toogoodtoloose 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8th July 2016 

4.5 million young Europeans are without a job. We ask the #bratislavasummit to focus on 

labour market reforms. We can't let a generation down #yfactor #liberalisingeurope 

#youthunemployment 

 

 



2nd August 2016 

We're working for a community as diverse as the colors on the rainbow flag 🌈 This weekend 

we'll be at #EuroPride in Amsterdam, but we are standing up for human rights every day of 

the year. #yourrightsourfight #liberalisingeurope #gayrights #loveisequal #lgbt #lgbtq 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4th August 2016 

This #ThrowbackThursday we are looking back at the #EuroPride last year in Riga as well as 

the #BrusselsPride earlier this year.  

Even though the protection of #LGBTQ-rights is evolving it is still important for us to stand up 

for equal rights and non-discrimination. That's why you will find us at the #EuroPride2016 in 

#Amsterdam this Saturday. 

#LoveIsEqual #YourRightsOurFight #tbt #gayrights #LoveIsLove 



 

 

11th August 2016 

Europe needs labour markets reforms❗️In the first European Youth Caucus by #politico more 

than 61% of the participants identify youth unemployment as the biggest problem in the EU. 

We are among those 61%, and we urge politicians to take action and make labour market 

reforms #youthunemployment #liberalisingeurope 

 

 

 

12th August 2016 

Today is International Youth Day 👭👬👫 It should be a day of celebration, but for too many 

young people in Europe there is nothing to celebrate. Youth unemployment is a ticking time 

bomb under our society, leading to poverty, deskilling and social exclusion.  



We urge policymakers on all levels to tackle the root of the problem: the inflexibility of the 

the labour markets. We need labour market reforms now! #internationalyouthday 

#youthunemployment #liberalisingeurope 

 

 

6th September 2016 

Liberal MEPs @sophie.intveld and @angelikamlinar hosted an important debate today "Beach 

Battles: monokini or burkini?". We agree with Sophie and Angelika, women should wear 

whatever they want to #shedecides #liberalisingeurope #freedom 

 

 

 

 

7th September 2016 

In cooperation with IFLRY - International Federation of Liberal Youth we are calling on our 

members and ALDE Group representatives in the relevant delegations dealing with Venezuela 



to support the opposition's protests in Venezuela. Read the full statement on our website and 

join the campaign on 8 - 15 September to send a powerful message of unity against the 

Venezuelan government. #LibertadParaVenezuela #liberalsunite 

 

 

5th October 2016 

As the European Parliament prepares to discuss the Commission statement on women's rights 

in Poland this afternoon in Strasbourg LYMEC joins the black protest in solidarity with the 

Polish women. No government should interfere in a woman's decisions regarding her own 

body, and as the abortion laws in Poland are already among the most restrictive in Europe any 

further restraint is outrageous. #czarnyprotest #blackprotest #womensrights #humanrights 

#poland #abortion 

 

 

 

 

11th October 2016 



Today is #comingoutday celebrating coming out as gay, lesbian, bi or trans 🏳️🌈 We love that 

the day is marked many places in Europe such as with this rainbow zebra from the 

Netherlands, but we also think of the parts of Europe where coming out is still not safe. There 

is more work to be done, and we won't stop until all of Europe is dressed in rainbows! 

#liberalisingeurope #lgbt #yourrightsourfight 

 

 

24th October 2016 

Free trade is a cornerstone for our modern society, working as a catalyst for peace and 

prosperity, all to often taken for granted. It's simple. Lymec ❤️free trade. #freetrade #ceta 

#liberalisingeurope 

 

 

 

 

 



 

25th October 2016 

On Saturday LYMEC President Sissel Kvist participated in the event of European Liberal Forum 

and Projekt: Polska "The New F Word" on the future of the EU in light of the Brexit. In the 

debate Sissel highlighted how it is crucial for young liberals that the EU don't compromise on 

the very core; the freedom of movement. Moreover EU has to deliver real solutions to the big 

problems such as youth unemployment and the refugee crisis, in order to win back the trust 

of the people 💪🏼#elfevent #liberalisingEurope 

 

 

5th November 2016 

Our President @sissel_kvist debated "EU and the World", with presidents from the other 

political party youth. Emphasising a need for EU to be open for trade and people 🌎 

#liberalisingeurope #freetrade #nofortress #newnarratives 

 



2nd December 2016 

Our President @sissel_kvist participated in the panel on Digitalisation, highlighting the need 

for life long learning, digitalisation as part of primary education and better use of digital 

opportunities in the public sector #liberalisingeurope #aldecongress #elfevent 

 

 

19th December 2016 

Just a little over two weeks ago we visited the Polish Parliament. Everything was calm then, 

but in the past days the situation has escalated and fundamental democratic values are now 

at stake. Time for our leaders to stand up! Read full statement on our website 

#liberalisingeurope #poland 

 


